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Abstract
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) turned out to be very useful also
for non-visual inputs. In particular, signal theory has found an unexpected
versatile instrument in deep learning, utilizing it to extract complex features
from signals impossible to recognise with standard statistico-mathematical
methods. In this work, we have analysed electroencephalograms (EEGs) from
the brain activity of a group of people while they were watching some music
videos, at the end of which every participant was asked to give a “value of
appreciation” (“label” in what follows). We then trained a VGG-inspired
CNN on the {EEG; label} dataset, aiming to predict the person’s pleasure
caused by a videoclip with just EEG’s tracks as inputs for the algorithm.
We also explored benefits of including attention mechanisms in our network,
resembling architectures’ setup presented in the past few years.
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Introduction
Since the very beginning of Information Technology, humans have had the
possibility to interact with computers only in a few explicit ways, resumable
in clicks on input devices like pointers and keyboards.
Emotions play an important role in communication and can be expressed—
explicitly or implicitly—in a lot of different ways. They contain useful
information that could be analysed by computers in order to improve the
aforesaid interaction, but, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, most of
the contemporary (commercial) human-computer interfaces are deficient in
interpreting this information; it is said that they lack of “emotional intelligence”. In other words, during an ordinary human-computer conversation,
the latter is unable to identify human emotional states of the former and use
this information to decide upon proper actions to execute. The research field
of affective computing aims to fill this gap finding methods to detect these
emotional cues and synthesize proper emotional responses.
Emotion assessment if often carried out through the analysis of users’ bodily
expressions (typically in form of pictures or videos) or physiological signals.
In both cases, input data are very multivariate and often multidimensional,
causing standard data science techniques to be almost ineffective. But these
are exactly the conditions under which neural networks and deep learning
turned out to be extremely effective in the last years. Modern deep architectures are able to extract high-level features from really complex and intricate
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inputs, recognizing patterns that constitute the knowledge achievable in a
certain dataset.
Taking advantage of this skill of those algorithms, we built an experiment to
see how well a neural network can predict a certain affective state considering
neuro-physiological signals recorded from a group of people. We analysed the
electroencephalograms (EEGs) recorded from 32 participants as each watched
40 one-minute long excerpts of music videos. Participants rated each video in
terms of pleasure, and we used these labels to train a convolutional neural
network on the {EEG; pleasure} dataset in order to detect the like/dislike
emotion in the EEG tracks.
The present work is structured as follows: Chapter 1 shows the tools we used
for the experiment, overviewing the dataset that we utilised, precising what
an EEG is and explaining the recording and preprocessing procedures done
on the EEG tracks. It also resume the main characteristics of a convolutional
neural network—highlighting why it could be useful for this kind of tasks—
and the architecture of the network that we used: VGG. Chapter 2 exposes
the experiment that we did, from the methods to their results. It shows
the preprocessing techniques that we did specifically for the deep learning
algorithm that we wanted to use and how and why we simplified VGG for
our classification task. In Chapter 3 attention mechanisms are taken into
consideration, explaining what they are and seeing if they could improve the
performance of the network; a novel, original mechanism is also proposed and
analyzed (mostly from a theoretical point of view). At the end, we summarized
and analysed our conclusions to suggest some directions for future works in
the affective computing and computer vision research fields. The Appendix
contains all the codes we used and some implementations details.
We decided to not cover the elements of the “neural network theory” because
of the extensive—free and online—available literature. We sometimes recall
some basic concept of deep learning, but in general this work is intended for
those who already have a primary knowledge of the topic.

Chapter 1
Tools
1.1

The electroencephalogram

Our brain activity consists essentially in electric signals exchanged by a
certain kind of cells named “neurons” and, because most events in our body
are eventually related to some brain activity, keeping track of the aforesaid
signals gives us information about the state in which we are, that is: about
what we are physically doing or physiologically feeling.
An electroencephalogram (EEG) is the result of the recording of these cerebral
electric signals. It is done by putting some electrodes on the head of the
patient and measuring the electric field detected by each of them. Figure 1.1 is
an example of that, with measurements presented in the so-called differential
mode; this means that every plot (here 19 in total) represents the electric
potential variation between two specific electrodes, indicated on the left.
Differential mode isn’t the only possibility for presenting an EEG. Actually,
the mode of our interest is the “referential ” one, in which every curve—also
called “track” or “channel” in what follows—correspond to one and only one

10
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Figure 1.1: An example of EEG.
electrode and every potential is measured relatively to one (or two) fixed
electrode.
The positioning of the electrodes is usually not arbitrary. The International
Federation of Societies for Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology has recommended a conventional electrode setting—the so-called 10-20
system—diagrammatically represented in Figure 1.2. That configuration
includes 75 electrodes, but a subset of them could be chosen depending on
the aims.
EEG recording systems are really sensitive, so that a lot of noise is usually included in the measurements. For this reason, to retain the desired information
raw EEG signals have to be amplified and filtered.
Because of we are interested in the data analysis’ part of the EEGs, we don’t
think it is useful to spend more words on these “instrumental questions”. We
refer to the Sanei and Chambers’ text [1] in bibliography for deeper details
about the topic.
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Figure 1.2: The 10-20 electrode setting for 75 electrodes.

1.2

The DEAP dataset

In 2011, an international group of scientists1 published2 DEAP: a “Database for
Emotion Analysis using Physiological signals”[2]. It contains EEGs, peripheral
physiological signals and frontal face videos recorded from 32 participants as
they watched excerpts of 40 selected music videos. Judgements—in terms
specified below—of every participant on every video are also included in the
dataset.
The video stimuli contained in the dataset were selected with a procedure
consisting in three main steps and aiming to elicit emotions belonging to
a wide “affective spectrum”: firstly, a list of 120 music videos were chosen
1

Sander Koelstra (Student Member, IEEE ), Christian Muhl, Mohammad Soleymani
(Student Member, IEEE ), Jong-Seok Lee (Member, IEEE ), Ashkan Yazdani, Touradj
Ebrahimi (Member, IEEE ), Thierry Pun (Member, IEEE ), Anton Nijholt (Member, IEEE ),
Ioannis Patras (Member, IEEE ).
2
http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/mmv/datasets/deap
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from the Last.fm3 music enthusiast website; secondly, an emotion highlighting
algorithm based on content features such as loudness and visual excitement
was used to extract a one-minute-long segment for each of the aforesaid
videoclips; finally, through a web-based subjective assessment experiment 40
final stimuli were selected. Table 1.1 shows this list with some useful metatags
to retrieve the clips.
32 healthy participants (50% female and aged between 19 and 37) joined the
experiment. It consisted in the vision of the 40 aforesaid videos presented in
40 trials, each followed by a self-assessment moment in which the participant
had to express their emotion about the videoclip just seen in terms of arousal,
valence, liking and dominance. For this “measure”, a quasi-continuous scale
from 1 to 9 was used. We chose to not report in this work the entire assessment
table due to its size (32 × 40) and its relatively usefulness. Such information,
as well as other things that we haven’t precised before and that we’ll not
precise later, is of course included in the original paper [2] and in its references.
In the dataset, every trial is accompanied by the EEG tracks recorded from
the participant during the vision at a sampling rate of 512Hz and using 32
electrodes placed according to the international 10-20 system. 13 peripheral
signals (such as blood volume pressure, temperature and respiration) were
recorded too. Additionally, for 22 of the 32 participants frontal face video
was also taken.
From the multitude of formatted files available on the referenced DEAP
website—all well described in the same—we chose the archive
data_preprocessed_python.zip. It contains 32 .dat files (one per participant) each containing 40 128Hz-downsampled-version of the physiological
recordings. In particular, each file is organized in pairs of pickled numpy
arrays as shown in Table 1.2. The second dimension of the labels arrays
contain the four emotion assessments ordered as: valence, arousal, dominance
and liking.
3

http://www.last.fm
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Artist

Title

Emilíana Torrini
Lustra
Michael Franti & Spearhead
Jackson 5
Grand Archives
Bright Eyes
Jason Mraz
Bishop Allen
Porcupine Tree
Wilco
The Submarines
James Blunt
A Fine Frenzy
Kings Of Convenience
Mortemia
Marilyn Manson
Dead To Fall
The B52’S
Blur
Blink 182
Benny Benassi
Air
Louis Armstrong
Manu Chao
Lily Allen
Taylor Swift
Queen
Madonna
Sia
Christina Aguilera
Enya
Dj Paul Elstak
Diamanda Galas
Napalm Death
Sepultura
Cradle Of Filth
Gorgoroth
Dark Funeral
Rage Against The Machine
Arch Enemy

Jungle Drum
Scotty Doesn’t Know
Say Hey (I Love You)
Blame It On The Boogie
Miniature Birds
First Day Of My Life
I’m Yours
Butterfly Nets
Normal
How To Fight Loneliness
Darkest Things
Goodbye My Lover
Goodbye My Almost Lover
The Weight Of My Words
The One I Once Was
The Beautiful People
Bastard Set Of Dreams
Love Shack
Song 2
First Date
Satisfaction
Moon Safari
What A Wonderful World
Me Gustas Tu
Fuck You
Love Story
I Want To Break Free
Rain
Breathe Me
Hurt
May It Be (Saving Private Ryan)
A Hardcore State Of Mind
Gloomy Sunday
Procrastination On The Empty Vessel
Refuse Resist
Scorched Earth Erotica
Carving A Giant
My Funeral
Bombtrack
My Apocalypse

Table 1.1: The list of the 40 videos used for the experiment.
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Array name

Array shape

Array contents

data
labels

40 × 40 × 8064 video × channel × data
40 × 4
video × labels

Table 1.2: General structure of the DEAP dataset.
Besides the downsampling to 128 Hz, the following preprocessing techniques
were performed on the recorded signals: most significant artifacts were removed and a bandpass frequency filter from 4.0-45.0Hz was applied; data
were cut into 60-second trials plus a 3-second pre-trial baseline; trials were
reordered from presentation order to video order, so that the first video is
the same for each participant.
Because of we treated the EEGs as a whole instead of as composed by several
tracks4 , we don’t retain useful to include in this work the description of
the electrodes’ positioning. The interested reader can however find this
information on the DEAP website.

1.3

Convolutional neural networks and VGG

Neurologists inspect EEG records in a visual manner: given a printed image
as the one in Figure 1.1, their analysis consists in investigating the trends
of waves like those aiming to find any known pattern representative of some
emotion or—more often—disease.
This visual inspection is exactly the thing in which convolutional neural
networks excel—and so the reason why we chose them. The filters in their
convolutional layers glide over the input image embedding (with that movement) spatial correlations between pixel information. Stacking blocks of them
in a proper way leads to abstract representations of the initial inputs thanks
4

which could actually be interesting, for example seeing if changing the electrodes’
position would take to different results.
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to the so-called process of “features extraction”. The result of the latter is
usually put in a neural classifier (i.e. in a stack of fully-connected layers),
which divides the dataset in clusters based on the characteristics learned by
the previous blocks.
In 2014, Karen Simonyan and Andrew Zisserman5 started to explore the effect
of a convolutional network’s depth on its accuracy in the large-scale image
recognition setting [3]. With their thorough evaluation, they show that a
significant improvement with respect to prior configurations can be achieved
using very small (3 × 3) convolutional filter and pushing the depth of the
networks to 16-19 weight layers. Their findings secured their team the first
and the second places in the 2014 ImageNet Challenge, in the localization
and classification tasks respectively.
The aforesaid top-performing models are now publicly available and globally
known as VGG16 and VGG19 (from the name of the scientists’ research
group). Figure 1.3 illustrates their architecture. Setting the pooling layers in
the maximum mode or in the average mode doesn’t make so much difference.
Of course, there is a flattening layer between the last Pool and the first
Fully-Connected, omitted in the figure.

5

both members of the Visual Geometry Group, University of Oxford.
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Chapter 2
Methods and Results
All the codes related to the work of this chapter are available in the appendix
at the end of the thesis.

2.1

DEAP preprocessing and experiment’s description

As touched on in the last section of the previous chapter, we decided to analyse
the electrophysiological signals composing the DEAP dataset with neural
networks. More specifically and for the reasons expressed in the aforesaid, we
used the VGG19 convolutional architecture to extract and classify “pleasure
patterns” from the EEG signals of every participant. The exact experiment’s
description, including our preprocessing of the dataset, follows.
We wanted to analyse cerebral signals, so first of all we took out all the
peripheral physiological signals from DEAP corresponding to the channels
33-40 of the data array. In this way and for every participant we obtained a
40 × 32 × 8064 numpy array (“participant-array” in what follows) representing:
18
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the 40 trials that they had completed (i.e. the 40 videos that they had seen);
the 32 EEG tracks recorded during every trials; the 8064 timesteps in which
every EEG track was sampled. We saw that normalizing the input data
made the learning procedure harder, probably because their variance was
too small and, after the normalization, they became too “flat” causing too
often the gradient to vanish; consequently, we kept all the data in the original
form6 . We then glued all the participant-arrays together forming a global
1280 × 32 × 8064 dataset array. Finally, we attached the self-assessed liking
labels—corresponding to the last entries of the second dimension of every
labels array—to each of the 1280 EEGs. These were the labels we wanted our
network to predict.
The topology of our preprocessed dataset doesn’t take into consideration
the visual input that elicits—or not—the pleasure pattern in the relative
EEG, i.e. we analyse the correlation between the electrophysiological tracks
and the liking labels without including the videoclip of the trial in this
analysis. This because we were interested in the prediction of the affective
states given the relative EEGs and not also—as the scientists in [2] were—in
a sort of classification/analysis of the video stimuli. With our purpose, all
the information needed is stored—hopefully—in the EEG tracks.
The prototype of our experiment consisted in a regression problem aimed
to predict the exact liking values contained in the labels arrays (i.e. real
numbers ranging from 1 to 9). However, this method led us to unsatisfactory
results. For this reason, we converted the experiment in a binary classification
problem: we set every liking label to 1 if it was greater than 5 (i.e. if it was
an expression of “positive” vibes) while we set to 0 all the others.
The remaining sections of this chapter contain the results of the aforesaid
classification problem. To sum up: considering the EEG tracks and their
6
EEGs preprocessing is in fact a whole research field involving a lot of math and modern
data science techniques. The potential success of the artificial intelligence algorithms taken
into consideration in this work could bring a significant contribution also in the aforesaid
area, for example helping classical techniques to detect and remove noise from signals.
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Figure 2.1: Results of the trained VGG19.
relative self-assessed (now) like/dislike labels, we use the VGG19 CNN to
analyse the former with the aim of predicting the latter.

2.2

Results of the VGG classification

We divided the 1280 EEG tracks (and labels) into a pair composed by: a
training set consisting in the first 1240 tracks; a validation set composed by
the remaining 40. In this way, the latter coincides with the whole set of EEGs
recorded from the last participant which consequently has no recordings in the
training set, that is: we are going to evaluate our trained neural network on
data extracted from a person that “it has never seen”, enhancing the meaning
of the evaluation itself.
We compiled the VGG19 model with: the Adam optimizer; the binary crossentropy loss; the accuracy metric. We then batched the training set in subsets
of 3 elements and fitted the network in 5 epochs.
The accuracy achieved at the end of our experiment is 72.5%, definitely above
the 50% chance-level. Moreover and as Figure 2.1 shows, 1 epoch suffices
for the network to learn all the knowledge contained in the dataset. This is
probably because DEAP is very small, that is also the reason why—in our
opinion—accuracy can’t overcome the 72.5%. Due but thanks to this fact,
we will train the next architectures only for 3 epochs in order to lowering the
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computational costs.

2.3

The miniVGG architecture

As pointed out in the previous section, due to the very small size of DEAP
(in comparison with the size of modern benchmark datasets) the knowledge
achievable in it is a bit limited too—limited to a maximum 72.5% accuracy
on our validation set. However, we tried to make this property an advantage
for what follows.
The VGG19 architecture is obviously excessive for our purpose: a very small
percentage of its “descriptive power” is used in the analysis of the 1280 DEAP’s
examples. For this reason, we had repeated the same aforesaid experiment
several times, reducing more and more the complexity of the VGG setup
while maintaining its typical features: we began with reducing the number of
convolutional layers, then the number of filters in each of them and finally
also the number of neurons in the fully-connected layers (and the number of
layers itself) on the head of the network. As we said, we had done all this
minimizing procedure trying to keep the fundamental characteristics of VGG;
that is, for example: the number of convolutional blocks 7 (for a specific reason
explained in the next chapter), proportion between filters in the features
extraction part of the network and the number of neurons in the classification
head.
At the end, we came up with the “miniVGG” architecture shown in Figure 2.2.
With respect to the original VGG, it maintains the five 3 × 3 convolutional
blocks but including only 1 layer with 1 filter in each of them. Moreover,
its classification head is composed by just one fully-connected layer with 8
7

Maintaining deep the convolutional part of the network—that is: maintaining “high”
the number of convolutional blocks—is also necessary to maintain small the number of
trainable parameters. This because every block contributes in reducing the size of its input
tensor, lowering more and more the number of weights and biases of the next block.
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neurons (and of course a final sigmoid 1-neuron fully-connected layer for the
binary classification).
Trained in the same regime described in the previous section (but only for 3
epochs thanks to the aforesaid reasons), our miniVGG architecture obtained
the same results of the original VGG; but it obtained them with an enormous
decrease in the number of trainable parameters: 2,083 out of the 565,295,041
ones of VGG. This confirms our hypothesis of abundance of VGG with respect
to our classification problems. Figure 2.3 shows these results.

CHAPTER 2. METHODS AND RESULTS

FC 1 sigmoid
FC 8 relu
Pool
3 x 3 conv, 1
Pool
3 x 3 conv, 1
Pool
3 x 3 conv, 1
Pool
3 x 3 conv, 1
Pool
3 x 3 conv, 1
Input

Figure 2.2: Our miniVGG architecture.
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Figure 2.3: Our miniVGG CNN obtained nevertheless the same results of
VGG on the DEAP dataset.

Chapter 3
Supersight: A Novel Attention
Mechanism for Computer Vision
Classic neural networks process information contained in tensors letting it
flow through their architecture layer after layer, independently from the fact
that we are considering sequential structures, recurrent structures or even
more complex ones. With this procedure, every neural network constitutes
an algorithm composed by several so-called hidden states, each representing
just the input of the next and not considered in the ultimate response of the
network, and just one, ending state. However, it is nowadays firmly believed
that also in the hidden states is contained some kind of final information,
potentially useful for the network’s output.
We can see the aforesaid classic modus operandi as if neural networks’ attention is focused on the whole received input, to be processed in its totality
operation after operation. The main general alternative to this approach is
straightforward: to consider “regions” of the input instead of the whole one,
and/or to remind some hidden representations of the network in order to
include them in the inputs of the final layer. Techniques implementing these
kind of behaviors are called attention mechanisms, because of the attempt of

25
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such algorithms to mimic a human intelligence that, in the aforesaid ways,
gives more or less attention respectively to these or those parts of the input
and to these or those parts of its reasoning.

3.1

The reading-machine case

Attention mechanisms [4] firstly appeared in the natural language processing
research field, in which networks have to analyse textual input data—that is:
words’ sequences—typically in order to translate or extend them.
The main drawback in those situations were related to very long words’ sequences, due to the fact that the network has to consider too much information
at the same time for constructing its answer. To solve this problem, attention
mechanisms were employed: instead of giving the same importance to all the
elements of the input sequence, different and variable “weights” were given to
each words (i) excluding the ones that were too distant from the point of the
text in analysis and (ii) valorizing more meaningful words such as nouns and
verbs. Moreover, some of the architectures’ hidden states were considered
also in the final states of the algorithm, according to another set of trainable
weights. The results obtained with this method were doubly successful: on
one hand, the aforesaid “memory issue” was solved and much longer portions
of text can now be correctly taken into consideration; on the other hand, well
trained networks revealed to focus their attention8 —in order to accomplish
their task—on words that do correspond to human intuition consequently
adding an extra layer of interpretability to the output of the model.
Natural language processing involves attention techniques that are really
different from the ones currently used in computer vision. For this reason, we
leave deeper descriptions about the topic to the reference cited in the first
paragraph of this section. In the next section we will discuss how this ideas
8

selecting a weights’ configuration that give them more or less importance in the
network’s operations
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were recently traduced for applications on visual inputs.

3.2

Visual attention

Considering how humans focus their attention on visual inputs, the first
simple alghoritmical way to mimic that behavior is: to select one (or more)
region of the image and crop it, in order to execute the neural analysis only
on the part(s) of the input interesting for the task.
Xu et al. [7] applied this idea to solve the automatic caption-generation problem,
a task placed between computer vision and natural language processing in
which an algorithm has to produce a brief textual description of certain
images. Their implementation consisted essentially in dividing the input
image into locations and then produce a vector of features tensors extracted—
with a CNN—from each location. This vector was then used as a dynamic
representation of the relevant parts of the image by the second part of the
network—consisting in LSTMs—, which “gave its attention” to these or those
regions (to these or those coordinates of the features’ vector) in order to
compute the captions.
In [8], Guan et al. refine—in some sense—the aforesaid idea a bit more
(Figure 3.1 illustrates their architecture). With the aim of classifying thorax
diseases represented in X-ray chest images, they organized the deep learning
procedure in 3 steps: (i) to begin with, they trained a first classic CNN
architecture (named “global branch”) with a dataset consisting in {full X-ray
chest image; disease label}; (ii) secondly, they analyzed the features maps of
some convolutional layers of the global branch in order to detect the region
of each input that had the highest activation values in those maps. They
consequently created a second dataset cropping the elements of the first in
the regions indicated by the aforesaid activations—representing the area of
every input that the global branch considered crucial for its diagnosis—and
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Figure 3.1: The visual attention architecture designed by Guan et al. Figure
from [8].
then trained a second CNN (named “local branch”) on this cropped dataset;
(iii) lastly, they concatenated both the outputs of the global and the local
branches in a decisions-fusion process that computed the ultimate response
of the network.
This last proposed—and demonstrated effective—working mechanism tries
to mimic a radiologist that visually inspect an X-ray chest image: starting
with the browse of a whole example, after the discover of a lesion region they
“crop” it in order to deepen their analysis and finally sum up all the clues
making their ultimate decision.

3.3

Supersight

Several artificial intelligence techniques were developed drawing inspiration
from humans’ intelligent behavior, and probably from this point of view the
aforesaid visual attention methods were designed: as pointed out in the last
paragraph of the previous section, humans focus on visual inputs by mentally
restricting the considered image to its “interesting” parts, and the smart
crop-process described before tries to mimic this procedure.
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In our opinion, the main drawback of these modi operandi is to forget that
we are dealing with algorithms created by us, and so potentially manageable
in ways deeper than—for example and however smart—inputs’ manipulations.
Looking back to the attention mechanisms applied on natural language
processing, we could take into consideration the outputs of the hidden layers
of a CNN in order to utilize the mid/low-level features contained in them.
Gatys et al. demonstrated in [9] that the aforesaid features maps really contain
some kind of interesting abstract features, obviously of lower level—in terms
of abstraction—with respect to the outputs of the last layers; more specifically,
they visually show the process of abstraction that an image goes through
flowing in a modern CNN. In their dissertation about neural style transfer 9 ,
they take the Starry Night painting by Vincent Van Gogh (Figure 3.2) and
they pass it through a trained VGG in order to take notes of the features maps
of some of the hidden convolutional layers. Subsequently they: (i) performed
a sequence of gradient descent transformations on the pixels of a random
noise picture until its features map of the first convolutional layer of the first
block (conv1_1) matches the conv1_1 of the Van Gogh painting. Then they
saved this perturbed result; (ii) performed a sequence of gradient descent
transformations on the pixels of a random noise picture until its features maps
of the first convolutional layer of the first block (conv1_1) and of the first
convolutional layer of the second block (conv2_1) match the conv1_1 and
conv2_1 of the Van Gogh painting. Then they saved the perturbed result;
(iii) ...; (iv) ...; (v) performed a sequence of gradient descent transformations
on the pixels of a random noise picture until its conv1_1, conv2_1, conv3_1,
conv4_1 and conv5_1 match the conv1_1, conv2_1, conv3_1, conv4_1 and
conv5_1 of the Van Gogh painting. Then they saved this final, perturbed
result.
This collection of generated pictures, summarized in Figure 3.3, is autoexplaining: analyzing the Starry Night, the subsequent convolutional and
9

a deep learning application in which an AI-algorithm analyzes a fine-art painting and
a photograph in order to create a new image representing the content of the photograph
but realized with the artistic style of the painting
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Figure 3.2: The Starry Night by Vincent Van Gogh (oil on canvas, 1889).
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pooling operations of VGG extract more and more abstract information from
the painting, starting from the colors contained in the first layer and finishing
with the macro-structural brush strokes and object information represented
in the last one.
Actually, this low/mid/high-level of abstraction of the features maps seems to
correspond to some sort of micro/mid/macro-level of detail in the description
of the painting: referring to the two ends, on one hand we said that the first
generated image contains low abstraction-level information of the painting,
i.e. micro-level details such as the colors of the image; on the other hand, the
last generated image—thanks to the fact that it drew the information also
from the last layers—contains high-abstraction macro-detail level information
of the painting too, caring not only to match the colors but also the brush
strokes and—in some way—the actual objects of the painting (stars, clouds,
etc.).
Now the question is: can we utilize this details’ separation skill of a CNN
for the implementation of an attention mechanism that, in the analysis of an
EEG, takes into consideration various levels of details of the tracks maybe
detecting some sort of “micro-patterns” invisible for a standard, sequential
network? We think so.
Figure 3.4 represents the computational graph of our proposal—that we
named Supersight—for the implementation of the aforementioned attention
mechanism. Starting from our miniVGG architecture, we firstly removed
the classic classification head consisting in the sequentially-connected Dense
layers at the end of the network; then, we initialized 3 new 2-neurons FullyConnected heads (“attention heads” in what follows) linked to the rest of the
network in parallel: the first head departs from the first convolutional layer,
the second head from the third convolutional layer (receiving the information
also from the first two convolutions) while the third, last attention head, being
attached to the last convolutional layer, draws its knowledge from the whole
features extraction part of the CNN. Finally, the outputs of the three attention
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conv1_1

conv1_1; conv2_1

conv1_1; conv2_1; conv3_1

conv1_1; conv2_1; conv3_1; conv4_1

conv1_1; conv2_1; conv3_1; conv4_1;
conv5_1

Figure 3.3: The style-reconstructing sequence of images that Gatys et al.
utilzed in [9] to show the features contained in the hidden layers of VGG. All
these pictures had been recreated by us.
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FC 1 sigmoid
FC 2 relu

FC 2 relu

FC 2 relu

FC 2 relu

3 x 3 conv, 1
Pool
3 x 3 conv, 1
Pool
3 x 3 conv, 1
Pool
3 x 3 conv, 1
Pool
3 x 3 conv, 1
Input

Figure 3.4: The result of the implementation of Supersight, our visual attention mechanism, on the computational graph of the miniVGG architecture.
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Figure 3.5: The results of our testing for the Supersight attention mechanism
implemented on the miniVGG architecture.
heads are concatenated and inserted in a classic sigmoid Fully-Connected
layer in order to accomplish our binary classification task.
We lowered the number of neurons (initially 8, now 2) in the classification
heads in order to maintain small the number of trainable parameters (that
however remarkably increased, as shown in Figure 3.5). The outputs of the
first convolutional layers are very big, so that a Dense layer with too many
elements would require too much computational effort.
The reasons behind the assembling of an architecture like this are—after
our previous dissertation—straightforward: the classification part of the
network, provided with our Supersight attention mechanism, can now takes
into consideration three levels of information before producing its response:
the detailed micro-level information elaborated by the first convolutional
layer and analyzed—“encoded”—by the first attention head, the mid-level
information obtained letting the tensors flow also through the second and the
third convolutional blocks, and the abstract high-level features exiting from
the last, fifth convolutional block.
Figure 3.5 shows the results of our testing for the Supersight attention
mechanism implemented on the miniVGG architecture. As it will be clarified
in the onclusions of this work, we couldn’t test the real power of our methods
(neither for the VGG classification nor for this attention architecture) mainly
due to the lack of data. We however retain important to highlight that our
Supersight attention mechanism doesn’t degrades the accuracy level of 72.5%
established with the miniVGG architecture on which it is based. To enforce
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Figure 3.6: The Precision metric comparison between miniVGG with (up)
and without (down) Supersight.
this stationary result we attach to this section also the Precision (Figure 3.6)
and Recall (Figure 3.7) comparison between the miniVGG architecture with
and without Supersight.
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Figure 3.7: The Recall metric comparison between miniVGG without (up)
and with (down) Supersight. The reaching of the maximum possible Recall
value (1.0000) suggests that our architectures might overstimate the pleasure
of the participants; this could be an interesting aspect to deepen in future
works.

Conclusions and Future Works
Conclusions
With the presented work we had shown how a neural network’s architecture
can be assembled in order to detect “pleasure patterns” in EEGs. Using
the modern VGG convolutional neural setup, we analyzed the EEG tracks
recorded from 40 different participants while they were watching some selected
music videos, at the end of which they were asked to express a liking assessment
(1 = they liked the video; 0 = they didn’t). We then configured a binary
classification problem training the aforesaid network with the aim of predicting
the liking label of each participant given the EEG recorded during the relative
vision. With a 72.5% accuracy level—i.e. definitely above the 50% chance
level—reached on our validation set, we retain possible to accomplish the
aforesaid achievement in the near future. In particular, we retain that CNNs
will successfully inspect EEG graphs making diagnosis like real experts.
Wanting to improve the skills of our architectures, we had tried to include
an attention mechanism in them. Looking back to the methods presented
in the past few years and putting together discoveries from the natural
language processing and the computer vision research fields, we had built
(and implemented) the Supersight attention mechanism. Mostly due to the
lack of data, we couldn’t verify our proposed new mechanism; after measuring
nevertheless some of its performance metrics—ascertaining that it doesn’t
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degrade the results obtained before with the network without attention—we
went on with a theoretical dissertation aiming to clarify the ideas on which
our mechanism is based consequently explaining why it could work if better
tested. We retain this latter dissertation the main contribution of our work.

Future works
As touched on in the previous section, the scarse amount of available data
was the main problem of our research. The VGG neural power was largely
exceeding the one necessary to extract all the knowledge from our dataset
(consisting in only 1280 examples), as demonstrated by the performance of
our very smaller version of VGG: miniVGG. For these reasons we think that
obtaining more EEGs recorded in the aforesaid manner and consequently
training VGG on a much larger set could notably improve its latent classification performance—as actually already illustrated by modern computer
vision tasks.
The smallness of the DEAP dataset was also the reason why we couldn’t
complete the experiments in order to test our Supersight attention mechanism implemented on miniVGG—and consequently the reason why we had
maintained completely theoretic our final dissertation. With more (and more)
data available, we could test the real power of our mechanism and, moreover,
also adapt it (in terms of the number of layers and neurons) to the full VGG
architecture—maybe pushing it even further. Actually, given that Supersight
really increase the number of trainable parameters, the next smart experiment
could be (i) to assemble a smaller version of VGG provided with Supersight
with a total number of trainable parameters less than the one of the full,
standard VGG and (ii) to train the former and the latter, with the aim to
see if the improvement in the features extraction caused by the attention
mechanism could equal the degrade of the representative power available
caused by the reduction of the convolutional part of the first network.
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As a final notes, we want to highlight that since the beginning we haven’t
considered EEGs as a potentially useful instrument for the future of affective
computing; mainly due to the difficulties involved in the recording of signals
like those, we think that frontal face videos, eye tracking diagrams and
similar information will be preferred in tasks like the one we had analyzed
(emotion’s assessment prediction). With this in mind, our work has to be
seen as a collection of general principles that illustrate—in a pretty precise
way—how modern neural networks can in fact be used in order to accomplish
the aforesaid objectives.
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Appendix: Source codes
This appendix includes all the relevant codes for the implementation of our
algorithms. We had written them in Python10 mostly utilizing the Google
Tensorflow11 and the Keras12 libraries.

3.4

The networks

The source codes for the three architectures (respectively VGG19, miniVGG
and miniVGG+Supersight) that we had used follow.
1
2

from __future__ import absolute_import , division ,
print_function , unicode_literals

3
4
5
6
7

import tensorflow as tf
from tensorflow . keras . layers import Input , Conv2D ,
AveragePooling2D , MaxPooling2D , Flatten , Dense
from tensorflow . keras import Model

8
9

def vgg19 ( intro ) :

10
11
12

start = Input ( shape =( intro . shape [1] , intro . shape [2] ,
1, ))

13

10

https://www.python.org/doc/
https://www.tensorflow.org
12
https://keras.io
11
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20

# Block 1
x = Conv2D (64 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block1_conv1 ’) ( start )
x = Conv2D (64 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block1_conv2 ’) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block1_pool ’) ( x )

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

# Block 2
x = Conv2D (128 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block2_conv1 ’) ( x )
x = Conv2D (128 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block2_conv2 ’) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block2_pool ’) ( x )

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

# Block 3
x = Conv2D (256 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block3_conv1 ’) ( x )
x = Conv2D (256 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block3_conv2 ’) ( x )
x = Conv2D (256 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block3_conv3 ’) ( x )
x = Conv2D (256 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block3_conv4 ’) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block3_pool ’) ( x )

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

# Block 4
x = Conv2D (512 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block4_conv1 ’) ( x )
x = Conv2D (512 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block4_conv2 ’) ( x )
x = Conv2D (512 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block4_conv3 ’) ( x )
x = Conv2D (512 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block4_conv4 ’) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block4_pool ’) ( x )
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53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

# Block 5
x = Conv2D (512 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block5_conv1 ’) ( x )
x = Conv2D (512 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block5_conv2 ’) ( x )
x = Conv2D (512 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block5_conv3 ’) ( x )
x = Conv2D (512 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ ,
padding = ’ same ’ , name = ’ block5_conv4 ’) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block5_pool ’) ( x )

65
66
67
68
69
70

# Classification block
x = Flatten ( name = ’ flatten ’) ( x )
x = Dense (4096 , activation = ’ relu ’ , name = ’ fc1 ’) ( x )
x = Dense (4096 , activation = ’ relu ’ , name = ’ fc2 ’) ( x )
end = Dense (1 , activation = ’ sigmoid ’ , name = " top " ) ( x )

71
72

return Model ( name = " vgg19 " , inputs = start , outputs = end )

Listing 3.1: The full VGG19 architecture.
1
2

from __future__ import absolute_import , division ,
print_function , unicode_literals

3
4
5
6
7

import tensorflow as tf
from tensorflow . keras . layers import Input , Conv2D ,
AveragePooling2D , MaxPooling2D , Flatten , Dense
from tensorflow . keras import Model

8
9

def minivgg ( intro ) :

10
11
12

start = Input ( shape =( intro . shape [1] , intro . shape [2] ,
1, ))

13
14
15
16
17

x = Conv2D (1 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ , padding = ’ same ’ ,
name = " block1_conv1 " ) ( start )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block1_pool ’) ( x )
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18
19
20
21
22

x = Conv2D (1 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ , padding = ’ same ’ ,
name = " block2_conv1 " ) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block2_pool ’) ( x )

23
24
25
26
27

x = Conv2D (1 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ , padding = ’ same ’ ,
name = " block3_conv1 " ) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block3_pool ’) ( x )

28
29
30
31
32

x = Conv2D (1 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ , padding = ’ same ’ ,
name = " block4_conv1 " ) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block4_pool ’) ( x )

33
34
35
36
37

x = Conv2D (1 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ , padding = ’ same ’ ,
name = " block5_conv1 " ) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block5_pool ’) ( x )

38
39
40
41

x = Flatten ( name = " flatten " ) ( x )
x = Dense (8 , activation = ’ relu ’ , name = " fc1 " ) ( x )
end = Dense (1 , activation = ’ sigmoid ’ , name = " top " ) ( x )

42
43

return Model ( name = " minivgg " , inputs = start , outputs = end )

Listing 3.2: Our miniVGG architecture.
1
2

from __future__ import absolute_import , division ,
print_function , unicode_literals

3
4
5
6
7

import tensorflow as tf
from tensorflow . keras . layers import Input , Conv2D ,
AveragePooling2D , MaxPooling2D , Flatten , Dense , Concatenate
from tensorflow . keras import Model

8
9

def supersight ( intro ) :

10
11

start = Input ( shape =( intro . shape [1] , intro . shape [2] ,
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12

1, ))

13
14
15
16
17

x1 = Conv2D (1 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ , padding = ’ same ’ ,
name = " block1_conv1 " ) ( start )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block1_pool ’) ( x1 )

18
19
20
21
22

x2 = Conv2D (1 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ , padding = ’ same ’ ,
name = " block2_conv1 " ) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block2_pool ’) ( x2 )

23
24
25
26
27

x3 = Conv2D (1 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ , padding = ’ same ’ ,
name = " block3_conv1 " ) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block3_pool ’) ( x3 )

28
29
30
31
32

x4 = Conv2D (1 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ , padding = ’ same ’ ,
name = " block4_conv1 " ) ( x )
x = MaxPooling2D ((2 , 2) , strides =(2 , 2) ,
name = ’ block4_pool ’) ( x4 )

33
34
35

x5 = Conv2D (1 , (3 , 3) , activation = ’ relu ’ , padding = ’ same ’ ,
name = " block5_conv1 " ) ( x )

36
37
38
39

# START of the Supersight attention block
a1 = Flatten ( name = " att_flatten1 " ) ( x1 )
a1 = Dense (2 , activation = ’ relu ’ , name = " att_fc1 " ) ( a1 )

40
41
42

a3 = Flatten ( name = " att_flatten3 " ) ( x3 )
a3 = Dense (2 , activation = ’ relu ’ , name = " att_fc3 " ) ( a3 )

43
44
45
46

a5 = Flatten ( name = " att_flatten5 " ) ( x5 )
a5 = Dense (2 , activation = ’ relu ’ , name = " att_fc5 " ) ( a5 )
# END of the Supersight attention block

47
48
49
50

x = Concatenate ( name = " conca " ) ([ a1 , a3 , a5 ])
x = Dense (2 , activation = ’ relu ’ , name = " fc1 " ) ( x )
end = Dense (1 , activation = ’ sigmoid ’ , name = " top " ) ( x )
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52

51
52
53

return Model ( name = " supersight_model " , inputs = start ,
outputs = end )

Listing 3.3: Our Supersight attention mechanism attached to the miniVGG
architecture.

3.5

The main

To preprocess the DEAP dataset and fit our networks we had used a pretty
similar algorithm for all the three architectures; the only difference consisted
in the call of a different model at the end of the procedure, before the training
(and precisely in the call of the VGG19 model, of the miniVGG one and of
the latter implemented with Supersight). For this reason we are including
here only the VGG19 training procedure’s code:
1
2

from __future__ import absolute_import , division ,
print_function , unicode_literals

3
4
5
6
7
8

import
import
import
import
import

tensorflow as tf
vgg19
pickle
numpy as np
pathlib

9
10
11
12
13
14

#
##
# ## THE DATA
##
#

15
16
17

x = pickle . load ( open ( " d a t a _ p r e p r o c e s s e d _ p y t h o n / data / s01 . dat " ,
’ rb ’) , encoding = ’ bytes ’)

18
19
20

tracks = x [ b " data " ][: , :32 , :]
tracks = tracks . reshape ( tracks . shape [0] , tracks . shape [1] ,
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21
22
23

tracks . shape [2] , 1)
# liking va da 1 a 9
pleasures = ( x [ b " labels " ][: , -1:] - 1) / 8

24
25

def preprocess ( file_path ) :

26
27

x = pickle . load ( open ( file_path , ’ rb ’) , encoding = ’ bytes ’)

28
29
30
31
32
33

data = x [ b " data " ][: , :32 , :]
data = data . reshape ( data . shape [0] , data . shape [1] ,
data . shape [2] , 1)
# liking va da 1 a 9
labels = ( x [ b " labels " ][: , -1:] - 1) / 8

34
35

return data , labels

36
37

def data_tot ( path_array ) :

38
39
40

global tracks
global pleasures

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

k = 0
for i in path_array :
if k % 5 == 0:
print ( " loaded : {}/{} " . format (k ,
len ( path_array ) ) )
data , labels = preprocess ( i )
tracks = np . append ( tracks , data , axis =0)
pleasures = np . append ( pleasures , labels , axis =0)
k += 1

51
52
53
54
55
56
57

eegs_r = pathlib . Path ( " d a t a _ p r e p r o c e s s e d _ p y t h o n / data " )
eegs = []
for i in eegs_r . glob ( " *.* " ) :
if i . name not in { " . DS_Store " , " s01 . dat " }:
eegs . append ( i )
data_tot ( eegs )

58
59

tracks_val = tracks [ -40: , : , : , :]

53
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60

54

tracks = tracks [: -40 , : , : , :]

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

for i in pleasures :
if i [0] > 0.5:
i [0] = 1
else :
i [0] = 0
pleasures_val = pleasures [ -40: , :]
pleasures = pleasures [: -40 , :]

69
70
71
72
73
74

#
##
# ## THE NETWORK
##
#

75
76
77

vgg19 = vgg19 . vgg19 ( tracks )
vgg19 . summary ()

78
79
80
81
82
83
84

vgg19 . compile ( optimizer = ’ adam ’ ,
loss = ’ b i n ar y _c r o ss e nt r op y ’ ,
metrics =[ ’ accuracy ’]
)
vgg19 . fit ( tracks , pleasures , batch_size =3 , epochs =5 ,
validation_data =( tracks_val , pleasures_val ) )

Listing 3.4: Our VGG19 training procedure. The others are almost identical.

